
European Honey-buzzards in the UK 
– correction to breeding totals

The figures for the number of European Honey-buzzards Pernis apivorus breeding in the UK,
published in the annual report of the Rare Breeding Birds Panel for 2000 (Ogilvie et al. 2002), consid-
erably under-reported the number of pairs, especially in both Wales and Scotland, through the omis-
sion of some records. The following replaces the species account published in the Panel’s report:

European Honey-buzzard Pernis apivorus
33 pairs bred; minimum of 40 young reared.

Great Britain

15 pairs fledged two young, ten pairs fledged one young, five pairs bred but failed, one because the
female was shot. A further three pairs are known to have bred, but their success is unknown. There
were an additional 25 pairs which probably or possibly bred, as well as one locality with two males and
ten localities with single birds, at least one of which showed breeding behaviour.

The breakdown of the above into countries is: England 24 pairs bred, plus 21 probable/possible
pairs; Wales five pairs bred, plus five probable/possible pairs; and Scotland four pairs bred, plus ten
probable/possible pairs.
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Correction

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Confirmed (pairs) 3 2 8 6 9 9 14 14 17 13 33
Max. total pairs 19 22 26 27 28 30 34 39 37 43 69

The first-ever survey of this species in Britain, organised by the Panel, was carried out in 2000, and
Batten (2001) published a preliminary summary suggesting that there were 29 confirmed pairs and a
further 32 probable or possible breeding pairs. The totals set out above include some additional late-
arriving records, as well as a re-analysis of all the records received, and show an increase in the totals of
both confirmed pairs (to 33) and probable/possible pairs (to 36).

Batten published criteria for establishing breeding status of this difficult to observe species, for
which it is not uncommon to get just a single sighting during many hours of observation. Criterion
14: ‘Species observed in suitable habitat’, causes the most difficulty in interpretation of sightings of
single birds, in view of the distances that birds will sometimes travel from their breeding territory and
also because of the wanderings of unmated, perhaps immature, individuals. In addition, there is
potential for migrants to occur as early as the beginning of August, when breeding pairs are still
feeding young. The opinion of the local observer is taken into account in record assessment, but it is
acknowledged that such records remain a ‘grey’ area with a few which will always be difficult to resolve.

The total number of confirmed pairs is well in excess of any previous total reported to the Panel
and reinforces the belief that this species has been considerably under-reported in the past. Unfortu-
nately, the outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in 2001 prevented the planned repeat of the survey, but
it is hoped that observers will continue to both record and report breeding season observations of
European Honey-buzzards from now on.

I am very grateful to Leo Batten for drawing my attention to my omission of some records from the totals pub-
lished in the Rare Breeding Birds Panel report for 2000, and also for very helpful discussions on the interpretation
of several records in relation to the criteria.
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